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Letter From Canberra’s Energy
lessons are on their way.

The Finkel Report is still being deciphered. It has
a short two-page executive summary, or you
can reads many hundreds of pages. It might be
the objective position (Opinions will vary) for
many Australians/voters, and not for others.

EDITORIAL
There is no doubt that Energy, spelt with or without
a capital E, is about Number One on Australia’ s
concerns into the next few years, apart from
protection of our national borders. Along with
freedom of speech and safety within our borders.
So we have a brought Feature item
into the first part of our editorial.
Contempt …Three senior Federal government
ministers were called before the Supreme
Court of Victoria in Later June to explain
why they should not be charged with
contempt after accusing the judiciary of
advocating softer sentences for terrorists.
A letter from Judicial Registrar Ian Irving says
comments by the three ministers published
in The Australian accusing the judiciary of
going soft on terrorists would appear to
bring the court into disrepute, The Age.
The Supreme Court ordered Health Minister Greg
Hunt, Assistant Treasurer Michael Sukkar and
Human Services Minister Alan Tudge (all three
Victorians, which might or might not be/have been
a constitutional issue) to appear ‘to make any submissions as to why they should not be referred for
prosecution for contempt’. All three were cleared.
Though the Law Institute of Victoria is of the ‘Left’,
probably less so out in the Bush, and the Bar is
generally of the left, there are also conservative
people in it. And in the Victorian Courts.
How very important that the comments were
and are made. It was a pity that Josh and the
other two made such public comments as a
particular case was proceeding, in the media.
And not inside the Parliamentary Chamber
itself. Where they would have had Parliamentary
Privilege. Even then, they would have needed to
be careful with the proceedings of the then case.

There is no final result in the Report.
That would be a big ask.
Cover image taken from http://energyconsumersaustralia.com.au/connect/electricity-map/
displaying live energy consumption vs
temperatures at the time this issue went to
print. Additionally, our designer has overlaid
an approximate map of renewable energy
production facilities over 3 Kilowatts and their
whereabouts, showing how reliant the east is on
hydro for our renewables, how different climates
affect the kind of energy produced etc. See
Letter from Melbourne for more information
on the NEM and to see how Oil and Gas relates.
We are also focusing on the Victorian energy
situation in Letter From Melbourne. Maps, etc.
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BUDGET.
Taxes and Spending Up

Treasurer Scott Morrison delivered a
high-taxing, big-spending Budget designed
to neutralise Bill Shorten’s political attacks,
save the government’s bacon and lay to rest
the ghosts of the Abbott government.
From July 2019, a worker on $80,000 a year will
pay $400 more income tax when a new 0.5 per
cent Medicare levy slug kicks in, to make up a
10-year $56 billion shortfall in funding the National
Disability Insurance Scheme, the Herald Sun.

A Newspoll Budget

Peta Credlin was right. This is a Budget for the
next Newspoll. It is not the Budget that should
follow an election win, even a narrow win. That’s
when you are supposed to take the tough. This
is the Budget version of fake news – fake fiscal
frugality. It is not a budget from a Liberal treasurer.
It increases taxes big-time. And even that’s
not been done to slash the deficit, but to fund
even more spending off an already high base.
Most importantly and dangerously of all, it is
not a Budget for our volatile and unpredictable
times. Yes, it’s a Budget that Opposition Leader
Bill Shorten could happily have unveiled, although
he most certainly won’t endorse it. But because
it’s so purely or cynically political, it’s almost
non-ideological. The two fiscal centrepieces
are the supposed return to surplus in

2020-21 or one year earlier, on the good debt/
bad debt metric – and that debt characterisation
to justify and fund an infrastructure spending
surge, writes Terry McCrann for the Herald Sun.

Advertise with Us — Get your
voice to the people that matter.
Want to get your firm or product in front of the power-holders
of Australasia? Advertising with Letter from Canberra is the best
way to do so.
Read by CEOs, MPs, and movers-and-shakers in Australia and
beyond, our magazine gets your voice to the people who matter.
Email alistair@affairs.com.au or call +61 408 033 110 to discuss how we can help you.
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Centrist Budget

In April, Prime Minister Turnbull came to
Melbourne and gave his party’s state council
address, defending the Liberals as the holders
of the ‘sensible centre’ of Australian politics. The
party Robert Menzies founded, Turnbull said,
was ‘not reactionary, but liberal proudly liberal,
building in a practical way, in an organic way that
many would describe as a conservative way’.

The government will argue this is a sensible centrist
Budget that accepts the limits of what the Senate
and the public are prepared to bare. The riskiest
move politically is the increase in income tax to
pay for the NDIS, but luckily for the government
it won’t kick in for another two years – by which
time there will have been another election,
writes James Campbell for the Herald Sun.

shake off the ghosts of an unpopular $80 billion
saving in the 2014 budget, The Australian.

Budget Changes

Diplomats posted overseas to lose some of
their salaries with a streamlining of allowances
to save the government $37 million. Cost of
roll-your-own cigarettes and cigars to increase to
be taxed the same as manufactured cigarettes.
$381 million for homelessness services through
to 2019-20 in a major commitment to the sector.
For the first time, states will face sanctions from
the Commonwealth if they don’t meet agreed
homelessness targets, the Herald Sun.

Paying Back Debts Sooner

University graduates will have to pay back their
HECS debts when they earn just $42,000 a year,
while course fees will rise by 8 per cent under
the Turnbull government’s higher education
changes. The package presents a more measured
approach than the Abbott government’s 2014
budget, which proposed the full deregulation of
university fees and a 20 per cent funding cut.
However, it still carries political risk for the
Coalition and will be difficult to get through the
Senate. The lowering of the repayment threshold – down from $55,874 – is more dramatic than
expected and will affect a further 200,000 graduates. Universities will also be hit with funding cuts
through a 2.5 per cent efficiency dividend designed
to save $2.8 billion over the next four years, The Age.

Health Quarantined

The federal government has quarantined
healthcare from sweeping cuts, part of a wider
budget plan to end a divisive freeze on Medicare
rebates, as Prime Minister Turnbull tries to
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The court ruled that Day’s links to the company that
owned his Senate electorate office breached conflict of interest provisions under the constitution.
Collectively, Australians have a bizarre preoccupation with government, perceiving it to be the
solution to every individual problem. No matter
what happens – if someone offends us, if we can’t
afford something, if we feel left out, left behind,
unhappy with our lot or fearful about our personal
prospect – we expect government to do something,
or give us something and make it all better.

More agencies could be moved out of Canberra as
the Federal government seeks to boost regional
jobs. Business cases for government agencies and
departments being considered for relocation are
due to be completed by December. Shifting public
servants out of Canberra has been controversial,
with Labor questioning the Australian Pesticides
and Veterinary Medicines Authority’s shift to
Armidale in Deputy Prime Minister Barnaby
Joyce’s NSW electorate, the Herald Sun.

No Big-Ticket Budget

Not Bob’s Day

The High Court of Australia has ruled that
former Family First senator Bob Day breached
the constitution and was therefore incapable of
sitting as a senator. The court ordered a special
recount of ballot papers be used to choose Mr
Day’s replacement as a senator for South Australia.
Family First number two candidate, Kenyanborn lawyer Lucy Gichuhi, won the recount.

A Detailed View

Agency Tree-Change

This is a Budget from a government that has
learnt not to try to do too much. Apart from
some big infrastructure spending in NSW,
there are few big-ticket capital commitments,
writes Susie O’Brien for the Herald Sun.

Communications and Media Authority – as his
major tool in achieving the ban, The Australian.

GOVERNANCE
Pension Reform

On July 1 this year, the biggest change to the pension since its introduction will take place. Over the
next six years the age at which people will qualify
for the pension will rise by six months every two
years until – in 2023 – the qualifying age is 67. Ian
Yates, chief executive officer of the Councils on the
Ageing, says ‘there’s absolutely no question that
people are living and working longer’ but the ‘very
significant challenge’ of age discrimination remains.
‘There are plenty of examples of people who are
well skilled and well qualified who find it difficult
to get back in their 50s and 60s. People who are
60 should be thinking about working for another
10 years because that can make all the difference
to their savings for retirement’, The Age.

Self-Regulating on Betting Ads

The federal government will avoid putting its
proposed ‘siren to siren’ betting advertising
ban to a parliamentary vote, as it prepares
to announce the final form of the ban in the
lead-up to the federal budget. The Australian
understands Communications Minister Mitch
Fifield instead plans to use self-regulation by
media companies - which can be enforced by
the media’s chief watchdog, the Australian

This belief in government as the solution is
more damaging to our nation than any extreme
religious doctrine. We don’t need god to
worship and follow; government is our man in
the sky. The Lord’s Prayer should be amended to
reflect Australian community expectations. Our
government in heaven, hallowed be thy name.
Government watches over me and will make
my life better day by day. Government will dry
my tears; make me feel accepted, happy, safe
and loved. Government will clear for me a path
in the jungle of life. Government will catch me
when I fall, smite my enemies, feed and water
me, and lead me safely to my destination.
Blessed be thy three layers of government, and
the power of Centrelink, for thine is the kingdom
of the public servants that rule over us, and the
Department of Human Services that sustains us,
for ever and ever. Amen. This staggeringly dumb
national mindset, this deeply held conviction
that government should and will solve every
perceived problem or financial hardship, is
dangerous, self-destructive and self-defeating.
Our delusions undermine our development and
sabotage our future. Frankly, I am embarrassed
by it. Housing affordability crisis illustrates the
absurdity of misplaced faith in government,
writes Grace Collier for The Australian.

Export Constraint Proposed

Prime Minister Turnbull has, he reckons, given
Australians cheaper gas by imposing tough
new export restrictions on east coast suppliers
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responsible for sky-high domestic prices, The
Age. There is much more to this decision.

More Enviro Laws Since 1971

The number of Commonwealth environmental
laws has ballooned more than 80-fold since they
began in 1971 and are costing the nation $176
billion a year in lost economic opportunity. In
1971, when the McMahon Liberal government
introduced the first Commonwealth environment
laws under the new Department of Environment,
Aborigines and the Arts, they covered just
57 pages of legislation and regulation.
Last year, federal environmental laws stretched
to 4669 pages of rules and regulations after
peaking at 5004 pages in 2014 just after the
Coalition ousted the Rudd-Gillard Labor
government. According to an analysis by the
conservative Institute of Public Affairs the size
of the environmental bureaucracy had grown
‘persistently larger’ since 1971, The Australian.

Constitutional Recognition

The Opposition Leader Bill Shorten challenged
the Federal Parliament not to look for the
lowest common denominator, but make
constitutional recognition of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people ‘as meaningful as
we are capable collectively of achieving’. The
three-day convention opened after a powerful
declaration from Pat Anderson, the co-chair of the
Referendum Council, that ‘our very survival’ will
depend on the decisions it would take. ‘This can’t
go on. They can’t keep excluding us and making
decisions without us being at the table’, The Age.

they have been sidelined as O’Dwyer looks to
promote younger party members, The Age.

Lib Backbenchers Blindsided

Turnbull appeared to have pulled off a short-term
political masterstroke by rolling out Labor’s
education pin-up boy David Gonski to back his new
school funding package. That was until Liberal
backbenchers, blindsided by the announcement,
began to digest it. Poking the sleeping serpent
will come back to bit you, The Australian.

Abbott Takes Shots at PM

Former Prime Minister Tony Abbott has
reignited tensions with Turnbull, criticising
his refusal to let him serve in his Cabinet and
promising to keep speaking out from the
backbench. Amid renewed speculation about
his future, Abbott said he was ‘getting on with
life as the best possible local member’. Which
was the best place for him to ‘speak out freely’.

But he pointed that he has asked Turnbull to
serve as a minister and shadow minister when
he was Liberal leader. ‘I never left him on the
backbench for an extended period of time’,
Abbott told 2GB radio, the Herald Sun.

Abbott Isolation View

Try to harness Tony Abbott’s talent instead of
wishing he would go away. It’s no way to treat a
former leader. The Australian Financial Review’s
article titled ‘Revealed: How Turnbull saved
Abbott’s skin’, continues a campaign by supporters
of the Prime Minister to diminish his predecessor.
This is potentially unwise and ignores the strong
support for Abbott within the base of not only
the Liberal Party but also the Nationals.
It is unlikely that Turnbull will change his mind and
offer Abbott a senior role in government. Even
if he did, there is no certainty that Abbott would
accept. Since Turnbull states that his ministerial
team is appointed on talent, the implication is
that Abbott is not among the top 20 performers
in the Coalition. This is not a tenable position.

PARTY HAPPENINGS
Menzies Traditional Alive in Liberal Party

When the Kooyong Electorate Conference
presented a walking stick to Sir Robert Menzies in
November 1950, he would never have imagined it
would be passed down to his local Liberal successor
more than 65 years later. But his daughter, Heather
Henderson, said the current MP for Kooyong,
Josh Frydenberg, was one of many MPs who kept
the Menzies legacy alive in the Liberal Party and
knew he would cherish it, The Australian.

Moves to Dump O’Dwyer (Unlikely)

Eight days into Financial Services Minister Kelly
O’Dwyer’s maternity leave, vexed Victorian
Liberals have moved to replace her. Fairfax
Media has confirmed Tony Abbott’s former
chief of staff turned political commentator Peta
Credlin has been encouraged to run against
O’Dwyer in the blue ribbon seat of Higgins, as
a rebuke to the minister for the government’s
soon-to-be enacted changes to superannuation.
Fairfax Media has been told, that issues in
Higgins include anger within some branches
over the superannuation issue, and some
unhappy long-time supporters of Peter Costello,
the former member for Higgins, who feel

The revelation comes as the controversy over
foreign interference in Australian affairs continues
to grow, more than a week after a Fairfax Media
and Four Corners investigation exposed efforts
by China’s Communist Party to exert influence
through political donations, The Age.

Abbott maintains the Liberal Party should not
again change leaders in office and there is no
evidence he is making a leadership run. Moreover,
there is no leaking against Turnbull by Abbott
supporters within the cabinet. The Liberal Party
leak against Abbott is not at all helpful to the
Coalition when it is behind in the polls. And it’s
not the way in which any party should treat a
politician who won government from opposition,
writes Gerard Henderson for The Australian.

ALP and the Albo Rift

Shadow minister and competitor for the leadership
role, Anthony Albanese has undermined the
authority of Bill Shorten for the second time in
two weeks, labelling the Turnbull government’s
budget a victory for the ALP in a speech that has
reignited leadership speculation. Previously
Albanese exposed internal division by describing
the lack of racial diversity in a Labor campaign
advertisement featuring the Opposition
Leader, as a ‘shocker’, The Australian.

Abbott’s Beijing Connection

A key political fundraiser for former prime minister
Tony Abbott has maintained contact with Chinese
Communist Party-aligned businessman Huang
Xiangmo, despite warnings from ASIO to Mr
Abbott about the billionaire donor. Mr Huang
has sought to get Abbott confidant and Liberal
Party heavyweight, John Caputo, to intervene in
his citizenship application, according to sources.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND
EMPLOYMENT
AWU Yields to Pressure

The Australian Workers Union has caved
in to pressure from left-wing unions and
expressed public regret over secret meetings
with the Australian Building and Construction
Commissioner, Nigel Hadgkiss, The Australian.

457 Rebadged

Trade unions have warned the 457 temporary
work visa program will simply be rebadged
and fail to put Australian jobs first. The federal
government will introduce a Temporary Skill
Shortage Visa of two to four years to replace the
457 temporary visa for skilled workers, The Age.

457 Changes

Computer programmers, cooks, café managers,
GPs and university lecturers feature prominently
in the 95,000 foreign skilled workers who came to
Victoria under the controversial 457 visa scheme
during the past eight years. While the federal government has axed the scheme, there is concern that
the proposed new visa to replace it will still allow
too many eligible occupations, meaning significant
job competition for Australians, the Herald Sun.

CFMEU and Officials Fined

The national construction union and 10 of its
officials have been fined a total of $590,800
for an industrial campaign in 2014 that
targeted construction sites in Victoria. Fair
Work Building and Construction took legal
action against the CFMEU and the officials in
the Federal Court of Australia, which issued a
series of fines totalling $490,000 against the
CFMEU and $100,800 against the 10 officials.
The FWBC alleged the union targeted eight Kane
Constructions sites in Melbourne and Geelong
with construction projects worth nearly half a
billion dollars. In his judgement, Christopher
Jessup described the CFMEU and its officials as
‘high-handed and arrogant’. He said the industrial
action had the ‘explicit object of inflicting
commercial harm’ on Kane Constructions.
Justice Jessup said ‘in no instance was there
any suggestion of an issue or grievance, specific
to the workers on it, that justified, or even
explained, the organisation of industrial
action’. ‘Rather, the pattern tended to be that
one of the respondents would arrive at a site,
presumably with some agenda external to the
interests of those working there, and disrupt the
performance of normal work,’ he said, The Age.

Union Sees Amazon Opportunity

National Union of Workers national secretary
Tim Kennedy said his union would seek to
organise Amazon’s workforce once it opened its
distribution centres. ‘Its reputation is ruthless,
running classic 19th century-style satanic mills’
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he said. ‘We want to organise them; we will really
focus on this as a big opportunity’, The Age.

Franchise Game Changer

The Turnbull government has introduced
tough, potentially game-changing laws that
may see the end of franchising in Australia
as we know it. The Fair Work Amendment
(Protecting Vulnerable Workers) Bill 2017 is in
response to grievous acts of exploitation by
employers, which was ignored by the franchisor,
more specifically the 7-Eleven franchise.
The sector’s peak body the Franchise Council
of Australia and many franchisors put forward
their submissions to the Employment Legislation
Committee. It is the bill’s proposed legislation
amendments that have thrown the $146 billion
industry into chaos as franchisors and franchisees
ponder if the franchise industry is being read its
last rites, writes Bruce McFarlane for The Age.

AWU Meets With ABCC

The Australian Workers Union has held secret
meetings with the union movement’s bitter
enemy, Australian Building and Construction
Commissioner Nigel Hadgkiss, sparking uproar
from rival unions, which have accused the
AWU of ‘treachery’. The Weekend Australian
understands Mr Hadgkiss and Cathy Cato, the
ABCC manager overseeing the new building code,
addressed Victorian branch delegates at the
AWU’s West Melbourne office about the code.
The AWU’s decision to meet with Mr Hadgkiss
was condemned by the Construction Forestry
Mining and Energy Union and the Electrical
Trades Union, which have campaigned to
abolish the ABCC and attacked Mr Hadgkiss as
a Liberal Party operative who should resign.
John Setka, the CFMEU’s Victorian branch
secretary, said the AWU’s conduct was ‘an
act of treachery against the Australian union
movement and all working Australians,
pure and simple’, The Australian.

Women Quota

Government contractors would be forced to
employ women in at least 40 per cent of jobs
under new sex quota set by the Australian
Human Rights Commission. Sex Discrimination
Commissioner Kate Jenkins has told the federal
government to take ‘disruptive action’ and
make private sector contractors hire more
women, to help close the 16 per cent pay gap.

The gender quota would be a blow to businesses in male-dominated industries such as
construction, electricity and water supply, and
manufacturing, where males make up at least
80 per cent of the workforce. But companies
with feminised workforces would have to hire
more men to win government work. Women
make up 80 per cent of jobs in healthcare and
70 per cent in education, the Herald Sun.

AWU v ALP ********

The Australian Workers Union has closed ranks
behind the provision of a $900 million concessional
loan for the Adani rail link after its South Australian
branch backed the use of taxpayer funds, to underwrite major projects, despite opposition from
former AWU boss Bill Shorten, The Australian

BUSINESS, ECONOMY,
MANUFACTURING AND FINANCE
Unprecedented Intervention

Long-time Santos chairman Peter Coates has
delivered a sharp rebuke to Malcolm Turnbull
over threats to force Gladstone LNG exports
back to the domestic market, declaring it an
unprecedented intervention, released with no
information and is weighing his company’s shares.

The chairman also said he believed that major
Chinese shareholder ENN, which now effectively
holds 15 per cent of the company after declaring
it was working in tandem with Chinese private
equity firm Hony Capital, was not making a
takeover bid and that he would welcome them
on to the Santos board, The Australian

MarriageBusinessShame

There is an increasingly insidious presence
operating in our corporate sector. This presence is
the existence of so-called ‘diversity’ organisations
and committees. Far from promoting authentic
diversity within our businesses, they have become
the means to impose a particular social agenda.
In the past month, we have seen more clearly the
long-term agenda of those bodies: to compel
employees to submit to a political agenda unrelated to the commercial success of their operations.
The case of Mark Allaby has received significant attention in the media. Last year, at
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PricewaterCoopers, pressure was placed on
him to resign his position on the board of
the Australian Christian Lobby because of
PwC’s commitment to LGBTI ‘diversity’. This
pressure was placed on Allaby because of ACL’s
opposition to changing the Marriage Act, and
its defence of the traditional understanding of
human sexuality, marriage and the family.

Woolworths’ Price Check

While Allaby resigned voluntarily from his
involvement with ACL, his case raises questions
about bullying in the debate over changes to
the Marriage Act and more generally the right
to religious freedom in Australia. It is one thing
for corporations to seek to promote community
projects and initiatives that assist those with
particular needs in our society; it is another for
them to be promoting radical social agenda, in
such a way that employees are pressured to act
against their conscience or to publicly stop their
involvement in projects outside their work commitments that are an expression of their deeply held
religious commitment, writes Catholic Archbishop
of Hobart Julian Porteous for The Australian.

Woolworths’ director of buying and merchandise
Steve Donohue said the shift to round numbers
was all about making the shopping experience
simpler for customers. ‘The prices are not
all rounded up or rounded down, it’s about
hitting the right number,’ he said, The Age.

Investment in Climate Change

Australian retirement savings could be put at risk
unless regulators force the financial sector to be
more transparent in managing the investment
risks created by climate change. That is the
view of former Liberal leader John Hewson,
who is calling for regulators to take a much
tougher line on how the financial sector handles
the risks associated with global warming.
Dr Hewson, chair of the Asset Owners
Disclosure Project, made the call as new
rankings showed many of the world’s 500
largest asset owners, including some of
Australia’s biggest superannuation funds, were
taking a more active approach to protecting
their portfolios from climate change risks.
Because of the country’s high carbon intensity at a
time when vital trade partner China is also trying
to shift towards renewable energy, he argued
Australia was particularly exposed to ‘systematic
financial risk’ caused by climate change, The Age.

Home Loans and Prices Drop

Home loans to investors have fallen to the
lowest level in 10 months following a regulatory
clampdown and the Turnbull government’s
efforts to cool the Sydney and Melbourne housing
markets. Figures released by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics show home loans to investors
as a proportion of all loans dropped 1.25 per cent
in March to 48 per cent, down from a high of
more than half of all home loans in January.

The slide has triggered a dip in property prices
across five of Australia’s capital cities, fuelling speculation of the end of the property boom, The Age.

Bank Levy

The extra $6.2 billion that Scott Morrison plans to
extract from the banks over the next four years
sounds like a lot of money, and it is. But here’s
the thing. Regardless of change in government
policy, the affected banks often face far bigger
swings in their funding costs than the 0.06
percentage points a year the taxman will be
skimming off their borrowings. ‘The Australian
banks have seemingly enjoyed unfettered
pricing power to increase variable housing rates’
CLSA analyst Brian Johnson said, The Age.

In a move that’s being touted as a simpler way for
shoppers to stick to a budget, Woolworths is moving all its prices to round numbers. Turning its back
on the age-old wisdom that customers put more
weight on the dollar figure than the cents on a price
tag, the supermarket giant is progressively rounding all its prices to numbers with a zero at the end.

Fully Matured Future Fund

The $130 billion Future Fund will be quarantined
for up to a decade to prevent a premature raid
on its coffers and a spiralling bill for generations
to come in covering the cost of public servants
lavish defined-benefit superannuation payouts.
Treasurer Morrison has revealed in the Budget
that he will delay drawing down on the fund until
at least 2026 so the government can cover the full
cost of the unfunded liabilities, The Australian.

ACSI Takes a Stand

Australia’s peak super investment body will
recommend its members vote against the
re-election of company directors who sit on
boards with no women. The Australian Council of
Superannuation Investors, which represents $450
billion in assets on behalf of more than 8 million
Australian super fund members, says time is up
for directors sitting on all-male boards, The Age.

Investment Not Adding Value

The International Monetary Fund has been saying
for years that governments should be making use
of ultra-low interest rates to finance infrastructure
to support growth now and to position the
economy for better growth into the future.
The problem with the Turnbull government’s
late conversion to this cause is that project
selection has become so hopelessly political
it is difficult to have confidence that those
winning budget commitments will actually
add value to the economy. The inland rail from
Melbourne to Brisbane, bypassing Sydney, is
highly likely to cost the economy more than it
delivers, writes David Uren for The Australian.

Goyder Keeping Busy

Outgoing Wesfarmers managing director
Richard Goyder has been tapped to join the
Qantas board. Goyder announced his decision
to step down after 12 years in the top job. He has
since agreed to assume the chairmanship of the
AFL Commission as well as head up the board
of energy giant Woodside, the Herald Sun.

Small Business Red Tape

The Turnbull government could apply Trump-style
‘one-in, two-out’ rule to reduce the regulatory burden on small business, as new research reveals such
an approach would have cut red tape by more than
107,000 pages since 2013. Analysis by conservative
think-tank the Institute of Public Affairs found
that if at least two regulations were scrapped for
every new one introduced under the Abbott and
Turnbull governments, there would be 107,885
fewer regulatory pages and 6,990 fewer rules.
It follows revelations in The Weekend Australian
that the number of pages of Commonwealth
environmental laws, noted above, had ballooned
more than 80-fold since they began in 1971 and

were costing the nation $176 billion a year in
lost economic opportunity, The Australian.

Amazonian Threat

Australian retailers and landlords are rightly
shaking in their sensible shoes about the
impeding arrival of Amazon to these shores,
and it became a little bit more urgent. Amazon
confirmed that it’s looking for a place to put
one of its $1 billion distribution and fulfilment
centres and that it already has 1000 people
on the ground here, The Australian.

Super Losers

Industry-backed MTAA superfund, Australian
Catholic Super and four funds run by the major
banks are among the 10-worst-performing
super funds in Australia over the past decade.
An even split in poor returns between the
opposing sides of the sector: the bank-owned
retail funds and the union and employer-backed
industry and not-for-profit funds.
Both sides of the bitterly divided superannuation
industry have five funds run by their members
in the bottom 10 performing balanced growth
funds over the decade to the end of last year.
However, funds owned by the nation’s biggest
banks Westpac, Commonwealth Bank and
ANZ, rank among the lowest returning funds
over 10 and five year, The Australian.

Backlash Against Interest-Only Loans

What do Singapore, China, Finland, Spain, the
US and Canada have in common? Their financial
regulators or parliaments have banned or severely
discouraged interest-only loans, to the point
where they are a negligible share of outstanding
mortgages. They certainly haven’t here.
In Australia, they make up about 40 per cent (and
rising) of the $1.65 trillion worth of mortgages outstanding (more than 60 per cent of investors), a fact
the Reserve Bank uncomfortably pointed out in its
biannual financial system health check. It’s becoming clear there is a continuum of concern about
the economic risks posted by explosive household
debt and house prices, with ASC at one end, the
RBA in the middle and the APRA at the other.

ASIC’s Greg Medcraft, the only top regulator
to have significant banking experience, has
unleashed, describing the housing market as a
bubble and slamming the banks for gouging their
customers with unjustified interest rates increases,
writes Adam Creighton for The Australian.

Ex-Telstra Exec Returns

Former high-profile Telstra executive Gordan
Ballantyne will make his return to senior
corporate ranks after being named the next chief
executive of Healthscope, the Herald Sun.

Toll Legacy ‘Trashed’

Former Toll Holdings boss Paul Little has
broken his silence on the demise of the
company under Japanese ownership, claiming
its legacy has been ‘trashed’ and that Toll
urgently needs to look at changing its culture
if it is to survive in the increasingly cutthroat
global logistics market, The Australian.

Another One

Federal Resources Minister Matthew Canavan
has accused Westpac of acting like ‘wimps’ in the
face of environmental campaigners and subtly
encouraged Queenslanders to bank elsewhere,
after Westpac indicated it would not fund Adani’s
Carmichael coal project. The extraordinary
attack came after Westpac effectively ruled
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out lending to the controversial Carmichael
mine when it vowed not to lend to new mines
in previously undeveloped coal basins or mines
that produce coal with low energy content.
Mr Canavan, who is based in Rockhampton and is
minister for northern Australia, seized on the fact
the new energy content limit would not rule out
lending to mines in NSW’s Hunter Valley. Westpac
has been targeted by environmental campaigners
because it was the only big bank not to have
distanced itself from the Carmichael project.
But Westpac spokesman David Lording said the
lending policy was reviewed every three years
and was not a response to recent protests. ‘We
did our climate change scenario research last
year with EY and ClimateWorks and from that we
developed the policy outcomes that we announced’
he said, The Australian Financial Review.

Shame. Buy local

Almost half of all small businesses have more
than $20,000 owing to them from late payments
leading the Australian Small Business and Family
Enterprise Ombudsman to call for legislation
regulating payment times to small businesses.
The major culprits were large multinational businesses, which more than half of respondents say
‘always’ or ‘frequently’ make late payments with
a growing trend of typical payment times of 30
days moving out to 45, 60, 90 or 120 days. However,
government departments and agencies are also
to blame with 21 per cent of respondents saying
they ‘always’ or ‘frequently’ make late payments,
The Age. Your Editor can tell you a sad story or two.

GrainCorp Diversification

After 14 years on the board and 12 years as
chairman of GrainCorp, Don Taylor will hand over
to former Stockland chairman Graham Bradley.
When Taylor took the helm of GrainCorp, Australia
still had a wheat export monopoly – held by AWB
– and GrainCorp had a ‘golden share’ structure that
allowed the Grain Growers Association to install
six directors on the board and block takeovers.
‘It’s hard to come out of a regulated environment
and do well’ he says. ‘But we did and I’m proud
of that’. GrainCorp was also heavily exposed
to droughts, which would crush revenue from
its grain storage and handling operations that
accounted for the vast majority of earnings.
But last year the storage and handling assets
represented less than 20 per cent of earnings
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after a successful strategy of diversifying
its asset base for the past eight years.
GrainCorp is now the world’s fourth largest
malt producer and the nation’s largest oil
processor. Until recently it was also the
nation’s biggest producer of edible flours,
The Australian Financial Review.

Visa Reform to Hurt Business

The hunt for the right CEO just got harder – and
potentially more expensive – because if he or
she is from overseas, they can’t be aged over 45
under Prime Minister Turnbull’s plan to abolish
the 457 visa scheme. The federal government
is also tightening eligibility requirements for
employer-sponsored permanent skilled visas.
This includes that applicants must be aged
45 or under at the time of their application.
Accounting and legal firms, and recruitment
agencies are worried that an age limit will
make it harder to attract skilled CEOs and
other high-level executives, The Age.

IPA Against Bank Levy

The Institute of Public Affairs, a Liberal-leaning
think tank has written to all MPs urging them to
oppose the Turnbull government’s bank levy, saying
it amounts to ‘quasi nationalisation’ of the major
banks and will impede economic growth, The Age.

Interest-only Rate Rise

ANZ’s move to jack up the cost of interest-only
home loans will probably be copied by
rivals, analysts predict, as lenders respond
to a regulatory crackdown while also
protecting their profit margins, The Age.

TRADE
Support for Live Export

The Federal Government’s export credit agency
has backed away from comments that it does not
support live export. Efic chief executive Andrew
Hunter said despite comments to The Weekly Times
from Efic’s Victorian state manager Phil Smith
the agency did not provide funding for live export
because of ‘cruelty’ concerns, loans were considered on a ‘case-by-case basis’, The Weekly Times.

Copy Paper Tariff

The federal government will impose dumping
duties on paper exported from four countries,
including China and Indonesia, in a crackdown
on a practice that was causing ‘material injury’
to Australia’s sole copy paper manufacturer.
The anti-dumping duty the Australian
government is enforcing is a protectionist
tariff imposed on foreign imports that it
believes are priced below fair market value.
The decision will be celebrated at Australia
Paper’s mill at Maryvale, where jobs are
at risk from imports sold below the cost of
production. It will also be a huge relief for the
Latrobe Valley, already reeling after the closure
of the Hazelwood coal-fired power plant.
However, it comes at a sensitive time in
free-trade negotiations with Indonesia. For
the country’s president, Joko Widodo, the
removal of trade barriers for paper and palm
oil is a key issue in negotiations, The Age.
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claiming to have established ‘with a degree of
certainty’ that bullets were fired into the regional
processing centre, despite initial police reports.

TAX
Rich Tax Hitting Average Earners

Manus Province police commissioner David
Yapou backtracked his earlier assertion that
drunken PNG soldiers only fired shots ‘into
the air’ during the Good Friday altercation.
‘Some of the shots were fired through the
compound and some of the bullets penetrated
through the walls,’ Mr Yapou said, The Age.

A tax penalty meant to slug rich people who
don’t have health insurance is now hitting
those on average earnings. It’s forcing ordinary
wage earners, men earning $90,000 a year,
to spend up to $2000 on health cover or pay
more tax. The Budget measure, introduced by
former Prime Minister Tony Abbott in 2014 and
extended by Malcolm Turnbull works like bracket
creep in the tax system, the Herald Sun.

Auspicious Forecast Wrong

New Citizenship Test

ATO Goes After Chevron

American fossil fuels giant Chevron, which paid
no company tax in five of the past seven financial
years, is fighting a demand by the Australian Tax
Office for $1.062 billion in back taxes, Fairfax media
can reveal. The dispute could be the largest single
corporate tax matter before the ATO. Chevron
currently holds the rights to exploit Australia’s
biggest deposits of natural gas, The Age.

ATO in Crisis

The Australian Taxation Office is in an unprecedented crisis, with some of its tax-avoidance
investigations in jeopardy, a deputy commissioner
facing charges and four of its officials stood
down, amid an alleged $165 million tax-fraud
syndicate scandal, The Australian.

‘If GetUp! want a fight, they’ll get one’ Mr
Dutton said, calling the lobby group a ‘front’ for
the Greens, Labor and the militant CFMEU. ‘I
don’t intend to lose to GetUp!’ The Age.

Quite the Price Tag

The Coalition is set to use its numbers on a
powerful parliamentary committee to approve
the Immigration Department’s controversial
plan to spend a quarter of a billion dollars on
an office upgrade. Despite concerns about the
value of the $256 million office fit-out – believed
to be the most expensive in federal government
history – the Public Works Committee is
poised to approve it. Upgraded buildings will
accommodate 6000 staff, the Herald Sun.

The Turnbull government is facing a crisis
over tax-revenue shortfalls, with budget
projections assuming a boomtime boost to
both personal and company tax revenues.
Leading economist Bob Gregory says the
revenue projections ignore the state of the
economy, which is much weaker than the
unemployment figures suggest, The Australian.

said. ‘We see his views as extreme and even at
odds with the views of many Coalition voters’.

Migrants seeking Australian citizenship will face
tough new test on their English skills and be probed
on their cultural values and attitudes towards
women. The changes to citizenship standards will
require all applicants to pass a new standalone
English test that involves reading, writing and
listening. In a move clearly aimed at Muslims,
applicants will also be asked for their views on a
range of cultural issues including forcing children
to marry, female genital mutilation, striking a
spouse and banning girls from going to school.

Prospective citizens will be forced to show they
have joined their local community, through
examples of employment, membership of
local organisations or enrolling children
at a school. Prime Minister Turnbull said
Australian values would be at the heart of the
tough new requirements, the Herald Sun.

Lobby Mobilises Against Minister

Progressive lobby group GetUp! has raised a
war chest of almost $225,000 in just one week
to be unleashed against Peter Dutton in a
campaign of doorknocking, robo-calls and giant
billboards. ‘We really see him as a threat to
our democracy,’ GetUp! director Paul Oosting

CLIMATE CHANGE, ENVIRONMENT
AND ENERGY
Consumers Need a Better Deal

The price of electricity is the product of a
complex equation. Generation, transmission,
distribution, retail and renewable schemes all
play their part. In the six years to 2013 when
electricity prices increased by more than 100 per
cent, it was the upgrades to the grid, colloquially
known as poles and wires, as well as the carbon
tax which were predominantly to blame.
More recently it has been the greater penetration
of wind and solar with the backing of renewable
schemes combined with the higher price of gas
that has increased generation costs. But the
impact of one component of the electricity bill
that has been harder to track has been that
of retail charges. This is where transparency
is low and profit margins appear high.
Typically retail charges can be a quarter of the
household bill but are significantly less for
business. Because business typically requires
a higher volume of electricity than households,
retail costs are a smaller share of their bill
and in a number of cases energy-intensive
businesses are able to buy direct from the
generator, The Australian Financial Review.

IMMIGRATION
Manus Closing

Australia’s refugee processing centre on Manus
Island has commenced closure. The long-awaited
closure will be complete by October 31, asylum
seekers were told. Those who have been found
to be refugees will have access to temporary
accommodation, while those who were not are
being encouraged to go home voluntarily, The Age.

Manus Shooting Cover-Up

Papua New Guinea police have conceded multiple
gunshots were fired into Australia’s refugee compound on Manus Island during the Easter weekend.
It followed a report by Amnesty International
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GHG Link to Barrier Reef

An expert panel advising the federal government
on its plan to protect the ailing Great Barrier
Reef has warned the strategy does not address
the greatest threat facing the natural wonder
– greenhouse gas emissions – and has called
for a significant overhaul. The call to re-draw
the Reef 2050 Plan follows an unprecedented
second straight year of coral bleaching linked
to rising water temperature, The Age.

Man-Made Global Warming

In Paris, in December 2015, the world, Australia
included, agreed to hold global average temperature to ‘well below 2 degrees above pre-industrial
levels and to pursue efforts to limit the increase to
1.5 degrees’, albeit the emission reduction commitments Australia tabled were laughable compared
with our peers and with the size of the challenge.

In these circumstances, opening up a major
new coal province is noticing less than a crime
against humanity. The Adani mine itself will
push temperatures above 2 degrees the rest of
the Galilee Basin development would ensure
global temperatures went way above 3 degrees.
None of the supporting political arguments,
such as poverty alleviation, the inevitability of
continued coal use, the superior quality of our
coal, or the benefits of opening up northern
Australia, have the slightest shred of credibility.
Such irresponsibility is only possible if you do
not accept that man-made climate change is
happening, which is the real position of both
government and opposition, writes Ian Dunlop
who was an international oil, gas and coal
industry executive, chairman of the Australian
Coal Association and chief executive of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors. He
is a member of the club of Rome, The Age.

Australia’s Food Waste Issue

In the environment and energy portfolio,
issues such as the gas crisis, South Australia’s
blackout and bleaching events across the Great
Barrier Reef have grabbed headlines. Another
environmental issue that may not be as prominent but is vitally important is food waste.
Consumers waste 20 per cent of the food they buy,
which sees more than 4 million tonnes end up in
landfill each year and costs the Australian economy
about $20 billion each year. In Victoria alone, the
equivalent of 156 Olympic size swimming pools are
filled by household food waste, The Australian.

Short Supply But High Exports

An LNG exporter drawing from the domestic
market will be ordered to limit exports to ensure
local supply. Those exporters that do not draw
more from the domestic market overall will be
licensed to export according to their forecasts.
Australia is on track to be the world’s largest
exporter of gas by 2020, surpassing Qatar, but
households and businesses have been hit hard
by supply shortages and crippling prices.
The supply shortage has meant Australian gas
has cost less in key export markets than it has for
Australian users. The move will probably draw
the ire of the big gas companies, but will delight
the Nick Xenophon Team, which recently struck a
deal with the Turnbull government to take steps to
put downward pressure on gas prices in exchange
for its support for business tax cuts, The Age.
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Coal Case

The case against coal is coming apart at the seams.
Consider truly irrational government policy, and I
don’t mean Donald Trump. We are a nation blessed
with abundant energy sources – coal in all guises,
gas in enormous quantities, a major portion of
the world’s uranium. We export these and other
raw materials in huge amounts all over the world.
Our national wealth, everything we take for
granted in our living standards – Medicare,
schools and hospitals, the police, even the
ABC – rests on those exports. Yet, as part of
our muddleheaded, erratic, irrational, episodic
and excessive efforts to combat climate change,
we have not cheap electricity, as you would expect,
but hugely expensive electricity, which is now, a
la South Australia, increasingly unreliable.
We also burden ourselves with one of the most
cumbersome industrial relations systems in
the world. As a result, an operation like Alcoa’s
Portland smelter might well have shut down. To
forestall that we now give that smelter $230 million
of taxpayer money. One reason our policy is so
irrational is that our debate is so ill-informed.
Almost all of our climate change policy has deep
inheritance of irrationality about it. The Rudd and
Gillard governments created a vast phalanx of
climate bodies that had essentially propaganda

roles, like church mission societies, to spruik the
dangers of climate change and urge the most
radical and costly actions possible to address
them, writes Greg Sheridan for The Australian.

Gas Market Growing Pains

It seems ridiculous that as Australia becomes
one of the largest LNG exporters in the world,
local gas prices are surging and AGL Energy is
even thinking about building an LNG important
facility in the southwest. But there’s not much
government can usefully do about it. Demand
for gas is surging globally and Australia’s huge
supplies have been harnessed to meet it. Teething
pains are inevitable as the gas market grows and
becomes more international, The Australian.

Policy Crisis not Gas Crisis

Australia’s east coast should be ‘awash with
gas’ but failed government policies have caused
the latest gas crisis, outgoing Santos chairman
Peter Coates says. And Santos’s Chinese investor
Hony Capital – which along with gas distribution
partner ENN Group has lifted its stake in the
oil and gas producer to 15.1 per cent – appears
likely to be offered a seat on its board.
Mr Coates and Santos chief Kevin Gallagher
doubled down on their comments earlier in the
week that the nation’s gas crisis was due to state
governments halting the development of gas
fields. The crisis has prompted Prime Minister
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Turnbull to announce an Australian Domestic
Gas Security Mechanism, which could block
some Santos gas exports. However, Mr Coates
told the company’s annual meeting there was
a ‘policy crisis, not a gas crisis’, the Herald Sun.

Finkel Review

The Finkel review is an assessment of the
national electricity market, commissioned by
federal and state energy ministers, prompted
in part, by blackouts in South Australia. It also
looked at affordability and sustainability. The
national electricity market is the world’s largest
geographically connected power system, supplying
the eastern and southern states and territories.
It generates around 200 terawatt hours of
electricity a year, accounting for about 80 per cent
of electricity consumption. The review has recommended a clean energy target, which will require
a set percentage of power to be generated from
low-emission sources, such as renewables and gas.
Energy retailers and industrial users would have to
source a mandated amount of certified clean power.
Gas-fired generation and coal-fired power
stations that are fitted with carbon capture
and storage technology (CCS), as well as
renewables, would received a subsidy in the
form of tradable clean-energy certificates.
How do a CET, a carbon tax, and ETS and an
EIS differ? A carbon tax puts a price on the
amount of carbon dioxide created by power
generation – but it doesn’t limit the amount
that can be created. In an emissions trading
scheme, carbon isn’t priced by the tonne but
there is a cap on how much can be emitted.
The cap is allocated to companies through
permits for every tonne of carbon dioxide they
produce – allowing them to emit a certain amount
based on the emissions they usually produce – but
they cannot exceed the cap. If a company needs
more emissions permits, they may buy them
from a company that requires fewer permits.
An ETS is designed to charge the companies that
pollute more, and reward those that pollute
less. An emissions intensity scheme imposes
limits on how much pollution a power station
can freely emit. Cleaner generators that emit
less pollution than the limit earn credits, and
sell them to high-emitting generators above
the baseline. It is the approach the Australian
Energy Market Commission found would be
more cost-effective than alternatives, The Age.

million. Murray Goulburn suppliers, who are also
shareholders under the co-operative model, will
be hit with a cut to farm gate prices this season,
with the company lowering its forecast from
$4.70 a kilogram to $4.60 on Tuesday because of
‘weaker trading conditions’. But Murray Goulburn
said it remained committed to paying an average
of $4.95 a kilogram this financial year, The Age.

Selective Wool Suits

Menswear company MJ Bale has introduced
an Australian first in the Kingston Collection, a
range of suits created solely from wool grown
on one property, Tasmanian farm Kingston.
Matt Jensen, the founder of MJ Bale, said that
given the complexity of the supply chain in
fashion – especially from raw wool through
to the Italian mills – it was an extremely
time-consuming process, The Australian.

Spilt Milk

Former Murray Goulburn boss Gary Helou faces
hundreds of thousands of dollars in fines and years
banned from corporate life if legal action launched
against him by the competition regulator, over the
price he promised to pay farmers for milk, succeeds.
In a Federal Court lawsuit filled yesterday,
the Australian Competition & Consumer
Commission accused Murray Goulburn, Mr
Helou and the company’s former chief financial
officer, Bradley Hingle, of misleading dairy
farmers by forecasting it would pay them $6.05
for every kilo of milk solids they delivered in
the 2016 financial year, The Australian.

Murray-Goulburn Abandons
Cash Clawback

Australia’s biggest dairy processor Murray
Goulburn has abandoned all attempts to claim
back an outstanding $148 million the company last
year said it was owed from its 2500 farmers after
paying too-high milk prices throughout 2015-16.
The giant $2.5 billion co-operative will also
refund more than $6.5 million of the ‘clawback’
payments already paid by its farmers between
July and September last year before the
euphemistic and loathed Milk Supply Support
Package payments were temporarily frozen.
New Murray Goulburn chief executive Ari Mervis
said the move was essential to restore and
rebuild lost farmer trust, The Australian

AGRICULTURE, CATTLE AND WATER
Murray Goulburn Closures

Australia’s biggest milk producer will shut three
processing plants and write off almost $150 million
in debts owed by farmers following last year’s milk
price fiasco. Murray Goulburn said about 105 workers would lose their jobs when it closes its plant in
Rochester, Victoria, by next March and about 135
would be out of work with the closure of its plant
in Kiewa, south of Wodonga, by next September.
The struggling diary co-operative said closing the
plants would save it between $40 million and $50

EDUCATION
Catholic Funding Drops

Catholic schools fear a $100 million blow
to their federal funding under the Turnbull
government’s education reforms, raising the
spectre of a ‘funding cliff’ in four years that
could force them to raise fees for all parents. The
Catholic Education Commission of Victoria has
sounded the alarm on a controversial formula
at the heart of the changes, The Australian.

Private Vocational Education Issues

The shake-out of Australia’s privatised vocational
education market has claimed one of its biggest
players. Acquire Learning, a company which once
boasted former AFL boss Andrew Demetriou as
chair of its advisory council, went into voluntary
administration on the verge of insolvency, The Age.

Spend First Questions Later

Prime Minister Turnbull repeated Labor’s
disastrous mistake with our schools: first promise
billions and only later figure out how to spend it.
No wonder our school standards are now officially
worse than Kazakhstan’s – and our debt out of
control. In a sane country you’d actually first
work out how to lift your weak school standards
and only then count what that would cost.
But the Prime Minister did the exact opposite,
just as the Gillard Labor government did five
years ago with its infamous Gonski report,
writes Andrew Bolt for the Herald Sun.

Too Many Uni Students

Call me elitist, but far too many Australians
go to uni these days. No matter how poorly
a secondary student performs at VCE or its
interstate equivalent, it seems there’s always a
tertiary degree course, somewhere, that’ll admit
them, writes Tom Elliott for the Herald Sun.

Sparky School Folds

Master Electricians, the largest trainer of
electricians in the country which signed a contract
with Careers Australia to deliver training, said the
job prospects of hundreds of electrical apprentices
in Queensland ‘were in jeopardy’. Careers Australia
entered voluntary administration after unsuccessfully trying to appeal an Education Department’s
decision to cancel its accreditation, The Age.

Lefty Unis

Money granted to universities too often is wasted
by those who are blinkered by bias. I opposed
John Howard’s decision in 2006, when he was
prime minister, to provide an endowment of
$25 million to the United States Studies Centre
at the University of Sydney. The USSC received
additional support from the NSW government
and the taxpayer-subsidised University of Sydney.

My position turned on my view that any such centre
based at a university would soon reflect the political ethos of that particular campus. It is well known
that the social science departments at Australian
universities are replete with what Americans term
liberals and what Australians refer to as left-liberals or leftists. In other words, the social science
areas of most Australian – and most American
– tertiary institutions are similar to the ABC.
Namely, they are conservative-free zones where
academics tend to agree with one another in a
leftist kind of way. Any conservatives are reluctant
to state their views in the public debate. And so
it came to pass with the USSC. The fact is that
not one member of the USSC team believed
Trump could defeat Clinton. Not one, writes
Gerard Henderson for The Australian.

Uni Fee Reform

Students will be hit with higher fees and cuts to
university funding will be scrapped in a contentious revamp of the Abbott government’s higher
education package to be included in the budget.
The broad outline of the new funding formula,
which could see student fees rising by a minimum
of 25 per cent, is to be unveiled to vice-chancellors.
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The new plan will increase the share of university
costs to be borne by students from the current 40
per cent, while requiring students to start repaying
their higher education loans earlier by lowering
the salary threshold for repayments to commence.
Students will also be charged a loan fee at the
start of their studies. Although universities will
be sparred the 20 per cent cut in their funding
imposed in the Abbott government’s first budget.
The government will justify the changes by
highlighting that tertiary education delivers
graduates a significant private benefit in the
form of higher incomes. The Grattan Institute’s
Andrew Norton, who was on a ministerial working
party advising Senator Simon Birmingham on
implementation of his reforms, said ‘Students
haven’t really taken any cuts in recent years’.
‘Most students have not contributed anything to
budget repair.’ However, rising unemployment
rates among university graduates guarantee
that the plan to make students bear more of the
funding burden for their education will meet
stiff political resistance, The Australian.

Interesting

A leading finance company will let year 12
students by-pass university and begin working as
accountants and risk management consultants
straight after high school from this year, and
at least five other companies are in talks to do
the same. The move is being supported by the
government and school career advisers as a way
to bring down student debt levels and provide
more opportunities for disadvantaged students.

Cameron warning all-male feature film teams
would ‘struggle’ to secure funding from the
nation’s peak screen agency, whose 2016-17
funding totals $91.6 million, The Australian.

ABC Anti-Christian

MINING
Unions out of Mines

After months of internal debate, the Labor
Environment Action Network (LEAN) has
drafted a policy for the party that would ban any
public funds being used to subsidise the fossil
fuel industry and shift communities reliant on
mining into other industries. Federally, Labor
has attempted to walk the line between pushing
for a shift to renewable energy while remaining
in support of fossil fuel mining, with electorates,
particularly in Western Australia and Queensland,
still heavily reliant on the sector, The Age.

Steel for Rail to Revive Whyalla

The proposed $16.5 billion Adani Carmichael
mine project in central Queensland has
thrown a lifeline to South Australia’s steel
industry and the embattled city of Whyalla
with an undertaking to source 800km of rail
line worth more than $70 million from Arrium’s
struggling steelworks, The Australian.

The ‘higher apprenticeship’ pilot program,
launched in June, will target about 250 school-leavers but has the potential to grow to thousands
of students, Assistant Minister for Vocational
Education and Skills Karen Andrews said. Designed
and led by Pricewaterhouse Coopers, the program
will run for 18 months and allow school-leavers to
get a business diploma while they work alongside
graduate employees in core company areas.
At least five other companies are expected to
participate. PwC’s talent acquisition director
Julie Duncan said ‘They’ll have exactly the
same career progress as their graduate and
non-graduate peers’. ‘The future of work is
changing and we’re looking to hire the skills
of the future, not the degrees of the future.’
Catriona Jackson, deputy chief executive of
representative body Universities Australia, said
the PwC program is ‘a complement, rather than a
competitor, to the education offered by universities’. ‘For many students, attending university
brings a wide range of benefits including specific
technical knowledge, communication and critical
thinking skills and diverse professional networks’.
Ms Andrews said the pathway could potentially
provide greater job certainty to students, The Age.

Whether it was John Cargher with Singers of
Renown or the programs for schoolchildren
of my generation, so miners in Kalgoorlie and
people in Sydney could equally enjoy our cultural
heritage, once upon a time the ABC was an
instrument for the wider education of the public.
Now it is a preserve of a few elites, such as
the middle-aged ladies driving around posh
suburbs with stickers saying ‘It’s My ABC’. Yes,
it is just their ABC. Second, this symptomatic
of a so-called cultural icon that having not
only abandoned a cornerstone of the culture,
has set itself up in direct opposition to it.
We all now the ABC is full of left-wing and
anti-Christian bias on television programs such
as Q&A. Even as a disseminator of ‘high culture’,
the ABC can’t resist thumbing its nose at the
most obvious Christian manifestations of that
culture. The national broadcaster is flailing
around trying to position itself as the mouthpiece
of a ‘new’ culture, a left-inspired deconstructed
culture where one thing is as good as another.
I often rail against the loss of Christian culture
but this non-Easter fiasco at the ABC speaks of a
loss of culture, a loss of respect for the deepest
roots of our culture and something that was
the inspiration for some of the greatest artists.
This middle-aged lady is giving up on ‘my’ ABC,
writes Angela Shanahan for The Australian.

Struggling Film Industry

MEDIA
Fairfax Turmoil

Fairfax Media executives scrambled to bring
out strike editions of The Age and The Sydney
Morning Herald in the wake of an unprecedented
seven-day staff walkout after the company axed
125 newsroom jobs. The strike, prompted by Fairfax
announcing it would cut about a quarter of its
journalists in its metro newspapers, jeopardises
both papers crucial federal budget editions.

The voluntary redundancy program is part
of a $30 million cost-reduction strategy that
includes squeezing freelance contributor
payments, cutting syndication deals and
employing fewer casual staff, The Australian.

Gender Battle On Film

Trying to address a historical imbalance, or a form
of cultural Stalinism? Either way, film agencies’
latest agenda is dividing the industry. Screen
Australia is the nation’s largest screen agency and,
in a contentious but little-noticed move, it recently
changed its assessment criteria for all funding
guidelines. It is now scrutinising the gender and
ethnicity of every creative team that applies for
a film, television or documentary subsidies.
The same report included the statement by
Screen Australia’s chief operating officer Fiona
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Some of the greatest music was written Easter, but
you couldn’t hear it on the ABC. It is a symptom
of two things. First, the abandonment of the
ABC’s broader cultural mission, which it used
to do well, bringing music, information and
education to Australians in the city and the bush.

Submissions to a parliamentary inquiry into
how to continue to develop the industry that
produced Babe, Mad Max, Crocodile Dundee, The
Castle and the Hemsworths, have warned
continued success is all but impossible without
changes to licensing, incentives, subsidies and
stronger copyright protections, The Age.

Media Reforms

Fifield key changes to media rules: Licences fees
of $130 million for free-to-air television stations
replaced with a charge likely to be about $40m a
year. Repeal of the ‘two-out-of-three rule’ preventing the same company from owning a TV station,
radio station and a newspaper in one media
market. Scrapping the rule preventing an single TV
network reaching 75 per cent of the population.

Ban on gaming ads during live sport in family
viewing times. Existing limits on gambling ads
will be maintained after 8:30pm. More flexible
rules for Foxtel and pay-TV stations to bid for
sporting events, by trimming the ‘anti-siphoning
list’ of events which must be offered to
free-to-air network first, The Australian

From a former Labor Minister

I think newspapers have a responsibility to
encourage debate that is difficult and tortuous. It is
not good enough for The Age to line up with trendy
views to sell newspapers to inner-city elites and
claim to somehow represent the intellectual class.
It does not. Often views and news are targeted at
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this self-declared elite and present reinforcing, or
simple solutions to what are complex problems
that are far from settled, intellectually or otherwise.
Yet the underlying message is of self-assured
intellectual superiority. While I am by no means a
conservative, I can understand why conservatives
object to the Left’s self-declared intellectual
superiority, which dismisses valid arguments
warning us about attacks on free speech or the
inherent dangers embedded in the Islamic religion,
writes Theo Theophanous for the Herald Sun.

CFMEU, John Maitland made $6 million from
the deal and was found guilty as an accessory.
Justice Christine Adamson said Maitland
knew he and Doyles Creek Mining ‘were
being given a gift’. Maitland was sentenced
to a maximum of sic years in prison with a
non-parole period of four years, The Age.

ABC Independence

Kim Dalton, who served as ABC’s television
director from 2006 to 2013, wrote an essay
for the Platform Papers publication, entitled
Missing in Action: The ABC and Australia’s Screen
Culture, in which Dalton argues: ‘ The primary
concern of the ABC is to protect its institutional
status and structure and it has largely been
successful in establishing and maintaining a
no-go area behind a defensive barrier, built on
an all-encompassing notion of ‘independence”.

‘In every debate, in every discussion about the
ABC’s services, its operations, its allocation
of resources… the ABC draws the line, brings
down the shutters, circles the wagons and
claims its independence’, The Age.

WELFARE
Aged-Care Consumer Choice

Aged Care Complaints Commissioner Rae Lamb
said that as a consumer ‘revolution’ swept the
aged-care sector, and Australians had more choice
about the services they received, nursing home
providers needed to provide more information
about disputes and complaints to allow consumers to make informed choices, The Age.
Calls for Tougher Welfare Access
Coalition MPs with thousands of dole recipients
in their electorate have hit out at ‘job snobs’ and
demanded the government target those who are
‘working the system’ by choosing welfare over work
and leaving employers to rely on foreign labour.

JUSTICE
Attack on Democracy

Australians are urged by government and police to
go about their lives as usual – to not allow terrorism
to interfere with daily freedoms. Get to the footy
at the ‘G, enjoy that concert, line the footpath for
a parade, head out to a nightclub or restaurant.
It is the right advice. Australians, and other people
in western countries should never bow to the
threat of terrorism. To do so hands victory to an evil
that seeks to destroy the freedoms and democracy
Western civilisation is based upon, the Herald Sun.

Conflict of Interest

Australia continues to assist in international
prosecutions where the death penalty is an
option, while underpinning its bid for a seat
on the United Nation’s Human Rights Council
with a call to abolish capital punishment
worldwide. Figures obtained through freedom
of information laws show the Australian Federal
Police have assisted in nearly 130 foreign
investigations involving more than 400 people
since 2015, where a successful prosecution could
potentially lead to a death sentence, The Age.

Warning that employers, particularly in regional
areas, are ‘competing with the welfare system’
in the domestic labour market, backbench MPs
are calling for the abolition of the 457 visa to be
coupled with measures to toughen access to unemployment benefits. Warren Entsch, who coined
the term ‘job snobs’ that was rejected by Prime
Minister Turnbull when he announced the axing
of the 457 program, said the welfare system was
working as a disincentive to work, The Australian.

Homeless Services Increase

In 2008, when then-Prime Minister Rudd
announced a White Paper into homelessness
in Australia, 200,000 people were recorded
as accessing funded support for help. Last
financial year, 280,000 people were helped. More
than 70,000 people were turned away, with
services around the country at capacity. The
figures don’t take into account those who sleep
rough without making contact but services,
anecdotally, have seen an increase, The Age.

His report, blandly entitled Rethinking
Transportation 2020-2030, has gone viral in
green circles and is causing deep anxiety in
the established industries. Seba’s premise
is that people will stop driving and switch en
masse to self-drive electric vehicles (EV’s) that
are 10 times cheaper to run than fossil-based
cars, with a near-zero marginal cost of fuel.
The parallel is what happened to film cameras – and to Kodak – once digital rivals hit
the market. It was swift and brutal. There’ll be
losers. Whole countries will spin into crisis. The
world’s geopolitical order will be reshaped almost
overnight. But humanity as a whole should
enjoy an enormous welfare gain, The Age.

Second Sydney Airport

The Turnbull government is beginning to make a
habit of making important decisions in the national
interest. It did exactly the right think in committing
to build the second Sydney airport. It did have to
wait, on tenterhooks, for Sydney Airport – that’s
the first airport – to decide not to build and own it
instead, writes Terry McCrann for the Herald Sun.

Gov’t to Keep Stake in Airport

The Turnbull government has finalised funding
contingency plans to build Sydney’s $6 billion
second airport, amid expectations that Sydney
Airport Corporation is unlikely to take up the May 8
deadline offer to build and operate Badgerys Creek.
The Weekend Australian understands the government has modelled several funding options,
including one based on the Snowy Mountains
Hydro-electric Scheme, in which the government
would become the principal shareholder in
a company set up to operate the airport. An
off-budget NBN Co-style model is also on the table.
Under a government business enterprise model
any debt raised to build and operate the airport
would be offset by the government retaining
equity in the airport, meaning it would not
be included under normal budget spending.
The industry is widely anticipating that the
Sydney Airport Corporation, under its parent
company Southern Cross Airport Corporation
Holdings, will not take on the project.
The deadline for a decision is due on the day before
the budget. Sydney Airport Corporation has
argued that Badgerys Creek is not commercially
viable without significant government assistance.
The government has refused to provide any
funding for a private-sector operation, arguing
that it is offering a ‘once-in-a-generation’ deal
for a 90-year lease on a 1700ha greenfield
title in western Sydney, with a full airport
masterplan that had passed every environmental
and regulation hurdle, The Australian.

Inland Rail Receives Funding

Another Former NSW Labor MP Jailed
Former NSW Labor Minister Ian Macdonald will
join his one-time political ally Eddie Obeid in
prison after the Supreme Court jailed him for a
maximum of 10 years for criminal misconduct
for giving a lucrative coal exploration licence
to a former union boss. A former head of the

leading to a collapse of oil prices and the demise
of the petroleum industry as we have known
it for a century. This is the futuristic forecast
by Stanford University economist Tony Seba.

TRANSPORT
The End is Nigh

No more petrol or diesel cars, buses or trucks
will be sold within eight years. The entire market
for land transport will switch to electrification,

The Nationals’ prized inland rail project running
from Melbourne to Brisbane has received an $8.4
billion funding boost in what is being touted
as the biggest federal rail project in 100 years.
Aiming to link regional areas to export hubs by
2024, the government has committed to funding
the 1700km inland freight project through both
direct equity investment in the Australian Rail
Track Corporation and a public-private partnership
for some of its more complex components.
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The project will establish a freight corridor
between Brisbane and Melbourne via Toowoomba,
Moree, Parkes and Albury, and will link to
other capital cities through the ARTC network.
Infrastructure Minister Darren Chester said the
high-capacity freight link that will require 260,000
tonnes of steel would cut the number of trucks
in cities and on regional roads, saving lives.
The inland rail project is the centre piece of the
government’s $20bn in rail funding, which also allocates $10bn towards urban and regional passenger
rail projects. This is in addition to $729m allocated
to the Perth Metronet and $500m for the rail
network in regional Victoria, including improvements to the North East line, the Gippsland line and
a study into the Shepparton line, The Australian.

involved. ‘The Australian government is concerned
at reports of mass arrests of individuals in the
Republic of Chechnya in the Russian Federation
due to their perceived or actual sexual orientation.
Gay Liberal MP and former human rights commissioner Tim Wilson said ‘the reports of homosexual
men being targeted, detained and tortured in
Chechnya are deeply, deeply disturbing’, The Age.

Aus-Sino Relations

Bob Carr has stressed the importance of the
long-term Australia-China relationship and said
megaphone diplomacy to resolve periodic disagreements will almost always fail. The former foreign minister and NSW premier, who now runs the
Australia-China Relations Institute at the University
of Technology Sydney, says the failure to ratify
a ‘mutually beneficial’ extradition treaty and the
detainment of an Australian-based academic did
not signal a low point in relations, The Australian.

Osborne Lays into May

The former British chancellor, George Osborne,
started his first day as editor of the Standard, he
wasted no time in laying into reputations of
his former colleagues. He launched an attack
on Prime Minister Theresa May’s handling of
Brexit, derided her election campaign as ‘no
more than a slogan’ and took a swipe at his
old friend Michael Gove, The Australian.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Donald Late for Coral Sea Anniversary

Just like the Battle of the Coral Sea, the 75th anniversary of the naval conflict was also a close shave.
A very late President raced from Washington on his
helicopter to meet a Prime Minister who travelled
across the world to see him, as a Who’s Who of the
Australia-US alliance gathered aboard an aircraft
carrier in New York. It could have all gone pearshaped but it didn’t. Your Editor lived with a navy
family during an American-high school scholarship
year and saw many carriers at first hand.
Donald Trump swept onto the WWII
carrier, the Intrepid at the last minute and
delivered the most powerful commitment
to the alliance with Australia that a president could deliver, The Australian.

India-Aus Relationship Held Hostage

It is surprising that for all the goodwill Mr Turnbull
has generated with his pledge to develop
a new framework for the vital relationship
between Australia and India, his government
has maintained a stubborn allegiance to the
old economy of coal. As was once the case
with the question of the sale of uranium, the
relationship with India has become hostage to
the controversial $21 billion Adani Carmichael
mine project in central Queensland, The Age.

Russia LGBTI Crackdown

Australia has raised concerns with the Kremlin
over reports men had been rounded up tortured
and killed as part of an anti-gay crackdown
in the semi-autonomous Russian province
of Chechnya. Human Rights Watch says the
‘brutal campaign’ has been waged against LGBTI
people in Chechnya in recent weeks, with men
severely beaten, ‘forcibly disappointed’ and
allegedly murdered on suspicion of being gay.
Foreign Minister Julie Bishop told Fairfax Media
she was concerned about the reports and the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade has sough
assurances from Moscow that no Australians were
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Remembering

Has Israel laboured under the curse of its extraordinary military victory of 1967? The 50th anniversary
of the start of the most enduring conflict of the
modern era, and one that has caused untold
misery for those living with the consequences. On
June 5, 1967, Israel launched a pre-emptive strike
against surrounding Arab states in retaliation
for an Egyptian blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba.

In a matter of hours, Israel had destroyed 90 per
cent of Egypt’s Soviet-supplied air force, and over
succeeding days, in what became known as the Six
Day War, it seized from the Egyptians, Jerusalem
and the West Bank from Jordan and the Golan
Heights from Syria. Overnight, the Jewish state trebled the size of territory under its control, The Age.

China Committed to Paris Accord

Chinese Media swiftly reported the backlash
against US President Donald Trump’s decision
to exit the global climate action pact, including
the criticism by the Governor of California
Jerry Brown an Tesla chief executive Elon Musk.
Chinese premier Li Keqiang was expected to
issue a joint statement with the European Union
reaffirming the world’s biggest greenhouse gas
polluter would meet its Paris Agreement goals.

Mr Brown will arrive in Beijing for a clean energy
conference to discuss linking California’s carbon
trading scheme with several Chinese trials, The Age.

DEFENCE
F-35 Faults

A host of problems are still troubling Australia’s
F-35 strike fighter, including structural flaws,
software and weapon sight glitches, humidity
impacts and even the connectivity of laptops
used for maintenance. The issues are among
dozens of problems identified in a US military
test and evaluation report about the stealth
aircraft – 72 of which Australia has ordered from
the US at a cost of about $100 million each.
Defence confirmed that some of the issues were yet
to be fixed and may not even be resolved until 2022
– two years after the F-35A planes are supposed to
achieve initial operating capability in Australia.
However, a spokesman said Defence was confident
that ‘issues identified during development
would be suitably addressed’, The Australian

HEALTH
No Gender Selection

Australia’s peak medical council has knocked back
a push to allow parents to choose the gender of
their baby in new national guidelines. However, the
National Health and Medical Research Council has
left the door open for future changes, suggesting
sex selection may be ethical. The NHMRC banned
clinics from offering gender selection for non-medical purposes in its long-anticipated guidelines for
assisted reproductive technologies (ART), The Age.

Green Knowledge

Deakin University will teach best-practice in
growing, extracting and manufacturing medicinal cannabis. Dr Henry Pinskier, chair of a new
Australian business launching the program called
Cann10 Australia, said there was still a ‘distinct
lack of awareness’ within Australia’s health sector
about the laws governing the use of medicinal
cannabis, methods of manufacturing it, and how
it can be proscribed. This was despite reports
of more patients asking for medicinal cannabis
prescription to treat pain, he said, The Age.

Aged Care Nursing Issues

Many registered nurses working in residential
care are spending less than a third of their time
caring for residents as more and more are taken
off the floor to work in managerial positions.
However, the problem is also affecting all
frontline workers in nursing homes, including
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enrolled nurses, personal care attendants (PCAs)
and allied health workers, many of whom have
complained of not having enough time to spend
with their elderly and often frail patients. These
are some of the results from the latest Aged Care
Workforce Census and Survey, The Senior News.

Cuts to Private Health Rebate

The private health insurance rebate could face
further cuts under Labor after confidential
discussions between insurance groups and the
opposition sparked fears the $6 billion rebate
could be abolished, potentially driving up the
average cost of premium by 40 per cent.
Opposition Treasury spokesman Chris Bowen
is understood to have held meetings with
members of the private health insurance
sector in March, in which industry sources say
the prospect of changes to its current policy
were not ruled out. Private health providers have
warned that any moves by Labor to scrap the
private health insurance rebate would deliver
a devastating blow to families and drive up the
average cost of premiums, The Australian.

PHI Threat

The Turnbull government is under renewed
pressure to tackle the cost, complexity and
poor coverage of private health insurance amid
warning the problems are threatening the
future of Medicare. Health leaders, consumer
advocates and policy experts have given
damning assessments of the state of Australia’s
private healthcare regime in a series of articles
published by the Consumer Health Forum.
The authors warn relentless above-inflation
premium price rises are threatening the viability
of the entire sector; that insurers are failing people
with chronic illnesses; and that the current model
is contributing to growing inequality. The strongest
criticism comes from distinguished former public
servant John Menadue, who says Medicare is ‘seriously threatened’ by growth in what he describes
as ‘inefficient and unfair’ private insurance.
‘It threatens our universal health system through
seriously weakening the ability of Medicare as a single funder to control costs’ he said. ‘We have seen
the enormous damage that PHI (Private Health
Insurance) has wrought in the US. We are steadily
going down the same dangerous path’, The Age.
Medicare Levy Increase to Fund NDIS
Scott Morrison’s decision to increase the Medicare
Levy will more than swallow the gains from the
abolition of the deficit levy for many high-income
earners when it kicks in from mid-2019. The
Treasurer said that the levy will rise by 0.5 per cent
to 2.5 per cent in two years, as the government
moves to pay for its decision to fully fund the
National Disability Insurance Scheme and underpin the nation’s healthcare system, The Australian.

SPORTS
AOC Bullying Allegations

The bullying crisis at the Australian Olympic
Committee has deepened with fresh details
emerging of a 2008 case involving a young staff
member who was accused of lacking commitment
to the organisation after taking time off following
a miscarriage at the Beijing Olympics. AOC
President John Coates faces a board meeting
at which he will be asked to explain his version
of events on a series of bullying allegations and
the AOC’s financial arrangements, The Age.

Buck Stops With Coates

If there is one exchange that sums up the
relationship between the Australian Olympic
Committee and a little known company that has
long controlled the rights to sell and market the
Olympic brand in Australia, it comes in a leaked
email from AOC president John Coates. Asked
by a staffer last February if his right-hand man
Mike Tancred would be comfortable with ‘dollar
values’ of an advertising package being provided to
vitamins giant Swisse, Mr Coates’ reply was blunt.

‘Do not let this get in the way of a deal – it’s chicken
shit,’ he wrote. ‘And do not worry about Mike T
(Tancred) being happy. If I’m happy, he’s happy.’
Welcome to the world of the AOC, where the buck
always stops with John Coates. The mail also provides a glimpse into the world of AOC sponsorship.
Since 1986, a company called Sports Marketing
and Management (SMAM) has held the exclusive
rights to market the Olympic brand in Australia.
SMAM morphed into Lagardere in 2012, The Age.

Coates Comments

The Australian Paralympic Committee has
strongly rebuked Australian Olympic Committee
supremo *John Coates for using the term ‘sheltered
workshop’ as he criticised a staff member with
cancer who he claimed was under-performing.
Paralympic Committee chief executive Lynne
Andrews said comments such as Mr Coates’ made
it much more difficult for people with disabilities
in their ‘ongoing fight for respect’, The Age.

Tight Ball

Cricket Australia is facing a revenue crisis after
global investment bank UBS urged broadcast
partner Nine to axe cricket coverage because
the network was losing up to $40 million a year
televising the sport. Nine has broadcast cricket
every summer since Kerry Packer famously bid
for the sport in the late 1970s, and is renegotiating
for the 2018-2023 broadcast rights, The Age.

SOCIETY
Humour is dying and that’s not funny, writes
Tom Elliot for the Herald Sun.

Christian Hit Out At Secularism

As Christians celebrate Easter under threat
and persecution in many countries, Christian
tradition faces erosion in Australia from an array of
forces – the failure of its churches and clerics, the
march of secularism and the rise of an alternative
progressive morality. The new morality arises from
neither dogma nor revelation. Its focus is diversity,
human rights, self-expression and identity politics.
It is a set of values and a way of relating to others. It
essences is the discarding of the worth of tradition
and enshrining in law rules and procedures for
contemporary cultural norms. It is best seen as
the comprehensive politicisation of our culture.
The upshot is a society in confusion and dispute
over the meaning of virtue, The Australian.

Legislation for Religious Freedom

The Catholic Archbishop of Hobart, Julian Porteus,
has declared growing corporate and social
media bullying of Christians in the workplace is
grounds for consideration of a legislated right
to religious freedom in Australia. ‘Corporate
bullying must be called for what it is and our
society should establish legal protection to
the right to religious freedom’, Archbishop
Porteus writes in The Weekend Australian.
The archbishop is the third church leader to speak
out publicly against campaigns by business chief
executives and social media pressure groups
following recent company boycotts and forced
resignations from companies and Christian
groups as part of the same-sex marriage debate.
Archbishop Porteus, who was the first church
leader to face a ‘momentous test case’ on freedom
of religion before the Tasmanian anti-discrimination commission, said the existence of ‘so-called
diversity organisations and committees’ in the
corporate sector was being used to threaten
people’s religious beliefs. Chief executives of
some of Australia’s leading companies, including
Qantas, Telstra, IBM, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
ANZ, AGL and SBS signed a joint letter to
Prime Minister Turnbull trying to legislate
for same-sex marriage, The Australian.

Don’t Preach About Marriage Equality

Corporate Australia loves supporting fashionable
issues like gay marriage. Sure, it might make
business appear progressive, but such social
activism is fundamentally wrong. Companies
exist to mobilise capital, labour, entrepreneurial
profits for shareholders. Nothing more, nothing
less. Preaching about who should be allowed
to marry whom is a question best left to
individuals. Telling people how to think is a bad
business, writes Tom Elliott for the Herald Sun.
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Women Still at Risk

Women most at risk of family violence, including
those from indigenous and migrant backgrounds,
have been let down by the nation’s flagship plan
to stamp out the problem, an independent review
has found. And with billions being spent by federal,
state and territory governments in the name
of tackling family violence, stakeholders have
warned that funds are being wasted on ineffective
marketing campaigns rather than programs to
support victims and rehabilitate perpetrators.

KPMG’s evaluation of the second stage of the
National Plan to Reduce Violence Against
Women and their Children 2010-2022 has
reported a lack of progress in tackling violence
in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities, where women are significantly
more likely to be victims, The Australian.

Feeding Fury Friends

Pets on the NSW Central Coast can now get fresh
meals delivered to their door, thanks to meals
on wheels. Every month about 15,000 meals are
handed out by volunteers to more than 600 people
on the coast. And from May, Seniors pets can also
get their food delivered, as part of the Central
Coast Meals on Wheels for Furry Friends project. To
deliver the project the organisation has teamed up
with the Central Coast-based pet food manufacturer East Coast Dogs, which makes food for cats
and dogs using raw and natural ingredients, Live!

HEAVY READING

John Wycliffe (1320-1384) was a professor of
theology at Oxford University more than 130
years before the date on which Martin Luther is
usually considered to have started the reformation.
Although Luther brought the movement to a
head and propelled it forward in popularity and
courage as it challenged the might of Rome and the
abuses of the priests, there are many example of
others who laid the foundations for Reformation
in earlier generations – non more so than Wycliffe.
Wycliffe Bible Translators is an Australian
missionary charity that strives to translate and
produce the Bible in languages that don’t yet have
it, including some of the smaller tribal languages in
remote parts of the world. They chose their name
carefully, as John Wycliffe’s major contribution
to the Reformation was to produce the first
translation of the Bible into the English language.
Some of the major abuses of the Medieval
Roman Catholic Church were possible because
most people were unable to read Scripture in
their own language. The priest could tell them
almost anything, demand almost anything from
them, and claim that it was the word of God.
Thus the church was enriched and empowered

while people across Europe lived in abject
poverty, blindly believing that it was God’s will.
The very heart of the Reformation was to provide
the Scriptures in local languages. Luther, Calvin
and others all made attempts to put the Bible or
parts of it into their own language. But side by
side with this reform of church practices, was a
broader reform that has had an impact across all
European nations and cultures. If the Word of God
was to be available to the people they would need
to be able to read, so the Reformers also began to
open schools for the education of all people, no
longer just the social or political elite classes.
Wycliffe Bible Translators continue that
tradition, often providing literacy education
side-by-side with their work on Bible translation,
and sometimes even codifying languages in
written form for the first time. As we think about
commemorating the 500th anniversary of the
Reformation this year, it is worth reflecting on
the centrality of these two things – the written
Word of God and the value of education – within
our church and within the wider community.

Everybody Poops

The Commonwealth public service is making a
push towards gender-neutral bathrooms at its
Canberra buildings, to foster greater inclusiveness
of transgender and intersex employees. But the
moves have angered conservative government MPs,
who argue the efforts are a waste of taxpayers’
money and may make employees ‘uncomfortable’.
The Department of Environment and Energy has
installed ‘inclusive’ bathrooms at its Canberra
headquarters, while the Treasury building will
get unisex bathrooms as part of a refurbishment.
Conservative Liberal Senator Eric Abetz said
Commonwealth departments should help reduce
the budget deficit instead of pursuing political correctness. But Greens Senator Janet Rice, whose wife
Penny transitioned from male to female, called on
the public service to implement gender-neutral
bathrooms on a much larger scale, The Age.

from public life, Buckingham Palace
has announced, the Herald Sun.

Solid as a Rock

The Belgium City of Ieper(Ypres)’s two stone lions
were given to Australia by Ypres, have been temporarily returned to stand guard again at the gate
as part of World War I centenary commemorations.
The ‘Menin Gate Lions’ were unveiled in a special
Last Post ceremony in Ypres, with a small explanatory exhibition about them also opened at Flanders
Fields Museum in the city’s imposing Cloth Hall.
The lions, which each hold a shield bearing the
coat-of-arms of Ypres, had stood guard at the
Menin Gate from the mid-19th century. During
World War I the city was reduced to ruins by
German shelling. The broken and damaged
lions were later recovered and in 1936 given
by the Burgomaster of Ypres to Australia as
a gesture of friendship and gratitude for the
sacrifice made by Australia during the war.
Since then they have stood guard at the entrance
to the Australian War Memorial in Canberra.
After WWI a war memorial arch was built as
the new Menin Gate dedicated to British and
soldiers killed in the Ypres Salient and whose
graves are unknown, fifty thousand men. The
lions will stand on the bridge in front of the
Menin Gate and will be returned to Canberra
after Armistice Day in November, The Age.
Not to be too distractive, but the Editor has on his
Bucket List to play the bagpipes at 8.20 pm one evening,
at the Menin Gate.. Not to invade the space of the
trumpet at 8 pm each evening except during WW2.

Meeting of Two Cultures Event

When Lieutenant James Cook stepped ashore at
Kurnell in April 1770, the first contact between his
Endeavour crew and the local indigenous people
was marked by confusion and hostility, followed by
gunfire. 250 years later, Sutherland Shire Council
planned a major event to commemorate the ‘meeting of two cultures’ that prioritises the history of
the local indigenous people alongside Cook’s feats
of navigation and exploration, The Australian.

Prince Phillip Retires From Public Duties
Prince Philip, the 95-year-old husband
of Queen Elizabeth, is to step down

Letter from America:
Obamacare Repealed

It is a conservative dream years in the making:
ditching Barack Obama’s Affordable Care Act,
which Republicans accuse of sending health
premiums soaring while reducing options for
millions. Democrats counter that Obamacare
helped 20 million Americans gain health
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coverage and saved thousands of lives by barring
insurers from denying policies to people with
pre-existing conditions, The Australian.

Trump’s First Foreign Trip

US President Donald Trump’s first foreign trip as
President included stops in Saudi Arabia, Israel
and the Vatican, the spiritual centres of Islam,
Judaism and Catholicism, The Australian.

North Korea Threat

The Korean peninsula braces for possible
war, amid fears North Korean dictator Kim
Jong-un will conduct a nuclear test, potentially
triggering US military retaliation. US President
Donald Trump repeated his threat to ‘properly
deal with’ North Korea, The Australian.

Comey Investigation

The questions put to former FBI director James
Comey have now become public. Did he believe
that Trump was pressuring him to back-off
from aspects of the investigation of the Trump
campaign’s ties to Russia? Did Comey feel that
Trump was obstructing justice? Did Trump
demand Comey’s personal loyalty? Has Comey,
as claimed by Trump, informed the President
no less than three times that Trump, personally,
was not under investigation?, The Australian.

Mueller to Head TrumpRussia Investigation

US President Donald Trump faces a massive and all
encompassing investigation into his administration’s links with Russia after the shock appointment
of a special prosecutor to take over from the FBI.
The US Justice Department appointed former FBI
director Robert Mueller as a special counsel to
lead a federal investigation into allegations that
Trump’s campaign collaborated with Russia to sway
last year’s presidential election, The Australian.

Australia Reacts to Trump’s Paris Pull Out

Donald Trump announced that the US would
pull out of the deal designed to stop the world
from warming more than 2 degrees above
pre-industrial levels. The agreement was penned
in 2015 and has been signed by 195 nations
including Australia. The Australian Industry Group,
which represents more than 60,000 businesses
that employ over a million people, including
heavy emitting industries like manufacturing
and transport, said Mr Trump’s decision ‘creates
damaging uncertainty for businesses worldwide’.

Australian Council of Superannuation Investors
chief executive Louise Davidson said the move
was an affront to investors who had been
emboldened to support the transition to a
low-carbon economy after the Paris deal was
struck. ‘It is disheartening to see a decision like
this, by a wealthy industrialised nation, which
flies in the face of scientific knowledge and
investor concerns,’ Ms Davidson said, The Age.

MEANWHILE IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM…
From a colleague in London
The Brexit Queen’s Speech?

For months we’ve been told to expect a ‘Brexit
Queen’s Speech’ – an agenda so focused on Brexit
that all other legislation becomes secondary.
Whilst domestic legislation has not been neglected
altogether, with Bills on tackling domestic
abuse, reforming the courts, and a consultation
on social care, this Queen’s Speech was indeed
very much focused on Brexit legislation.

Seven key Bills for business

1. Eight Brexit Bills – Such is the monumental challenge to engineer Brexit that eight bills relating
to exiting the EU have been included. These are:
Repeal of the EU Communities Act, Customs
Bill, Trade Bill, Immigration Bill, Fisheries
Bill, Agriculture Bill, Nuclear Safeguards
Bill, and an International Sanctions Bill.
2. Automated and Electric Vehicles Bill – The
Government will re-introduce measures in
the last Parliamentary session to update
the regulatory framework for automated
vehicles, and rollout Electric Vehicle
infrastructure around the country.
3. Action on Mental Health – Although there
was no specific legislation proposed, mental
health did get a mention in the Queen’s Speech.
The Conservative manifesto stated that the
Government will introduce greater workplace
protection, as well as better education and
assessment of mental health problems.
4. Digital Protection Bill – In addition to publishing
its Digital Charter, a follow on from the Digital
Strategy published in March, which aims to
boost online safety, the Government will also
introduce a Data Protection Bill to bring the EU
General Data Protection Regulations into UK law.
5. Promoting Technical Education – The
Government will likely take forward the
introduction of 15 T-Levels in technical
courses, and 3,000 new apprenticeships,
as set out in the Tory manifesto.
6. National Living Wage and Workers’ Rights – All
parties are united behind the need to increase
the Living Wage and protect workers’ rights.
Although legislation has not been outlined,
the Government has said that it will seek to
provide greater parental and carers’ rights
and more protection for employees.
7. Strengthening Consumer Protection – A flagship
part of the Conservative manifesto – pilfered
from Ed Miliband’s 2015 offering to the country
– was a proposal to protect consumers from
rising energy costs, through a price cap. In terms
of a wider agenda, this is not dissimilar from
the proposed Bill to ban letting agency fees.

Seven Bills not in the Queen’s speech

8. Social Care - The controversial policy
to charge social care against the cost of
people’s homes, which first appeared in
the manifesto last month, has now been
downgraded to a more vague consultation.

9. Pensions Triple Lock – The Conservatives
stated during the election that they
would remove the triple lock on pensions.
However, keeping the triple lock is a DUP
policy, and it received no mention today.
10. Executive Pay – Ensuring fair executive pay is
something which has been on Theresa May’s
agenda since her first speech on the steps
of Downing Street last year. Yet it received
no mention in the Queen’s Speech, possibly
due to fears of a backbench rebellion.
11. SME Procurement – The proposal to ensure 33%
of government procurement is from SMEs was
not included. However, this is likely to become a
target, without being enshrined in law due to the
limited amount of Parliamentary time available.
12. Fox Hunting – Without a majority
they are unlikely to risk putting such
a controversial, and previously time
consuming, vote before the House.
13. Selective Education – Theresa May has tried
to put this back on the Conservative agenda
since becoming Prime Minster. The speech
included a pledge for fair funding for schools,
but nothing on selective education, which is
now likely to be downgraded as a priority.
14. Tax reforms for the Self Employed – Still
awaiting the findings of the Matthew
Taylor report into the modern workforce,
there was no mention of reform for
workers in the so called “gig economy”.

What’s in it for the DUP

There were no obvious ‘bones’ thrown in
specifically for the DUP. Although DUP sources
have said that the Queen’s Speech today was in
no way a deadline for any deal, many thought
an agreement would have been secured by
now. Commentators anticipated something on
tourism, transport or infrastructure for Northern
Ireland, such as a review of ferry pricing or Air
Passenger Duty, but no such policies were included
in the speech. It seems that the DUP deal will
be grounded on the issue of Brexit, and finer
legislative details, and possibly in Budgets rather
than on certain legislation for Northern Ireland.

What happens next?

With the Queen now racing back to Royal Ascot,
the tricky business of steering the Government’s
legislative priorities through Parliament will begin.

Several hurdles have already emerged, with
Labour’s members of the House of Lords threatening to defy the tradition of rubberstamping the
Commons’ decision and instead attempt to veto
the speech. There is also the risky business of the
final vote in the Commons, where the Government
still does not have enough votes and will need to
conclude its deal with the DUP by next Thursday.
That deal is expected to come to fruition by the
start of next week. However, the DUP are unlikely
to vote against the Queen’s Speech. Given their
distaste for Jeremy Corbyn they are unlikely
to hand him the keys to Downing Street.
Assuming the Queen’s Speech passes through
both Houses of Parliament, the next two years are
uncertain, with legislation relating to Brexit likely
to both dominate and overwhelm the legislative
agenda. The Conservatives’ slim majority with
the DUP’s support will have to remain intact over
crucial votes, with any government defeats likely
to lead to motions of no confidence from the
Opposition benches. It remains too early to tell
if the Government can make it to the end of next
week, let alone to the next set election in 2022.
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A pleasant but cold evening spent at the Nobbies, Phillip Island. No penguins seen, but the Cape Barren Goose made an appearance.
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Melbourne’s Perspectives on Australian Leadership
By Victor Perton

The Australian Leadership Project has now interviewed over 350 people to meet our
mission of “celebrating, understanding and improving Australian Leadership.” Visit our
website australianleadership.com to read and watch interviews and share your stories
of Australian leadership. Melbourne quotes:
Football legend and leadership expert, Simon Madden told us, “Our typical leaders are leading from the
front however it's not all about them. It's about the people they lead, and they do so with a higher purpose, bringing
people along with them.”
Vivienne Corcoran put it well! “Australians demand little but expect a great deal of their leaders…”
Victorian Small Business Minister Philip Dalidakis shared stories of the leadership of Tony Abbott,
Daniel Andrews and Domestic Violence campaigner Emily Maguire. Philip advised, “One of the things that
have Australian leaders standing out from others is our self-deprecating humour. We take the issues seriously, but
we don't necessarily take ourselves too seriously. It's a great way to be.”
Digital Innovation Leader, Simon Spencer, said “Australian leaders are good at looking widely, listening for
signals. We give binoculars to the lookouts to get good reliable signals of what's ahead. We observe closely what’s
happening in Asia, Europe, America, South America and Africa. We consider what the rest of the world is doing, and
then often (but not always) choose wisely.”
Kirsten Sayers advises, “I think a key difference is that Australians want a personable leader who can be seen to be
one of the ‘gang’ whilst being able to take the lead at the same time. This presents specific challenges for leaders,
especially in contexts where a high degree of hierarchy might be more usual.”
Australia Post’s Christine Corbett told us, “Australians are more connected than ever – they want leaders who
walk the talk and communicate openly and honestly.”

Letter from Canberra has partnered with the Australian Leadership
Project to share positive stories of Australian Leadership.
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